Nexus in Action

Paul Heagen

Focus the Conversation.
“You cannot really appreciate the power and magic of
Nexus until you use it. It’s not just one thing; it’s everything
about it. The two distinct surface areas help separate ideas
or discussion topics, whether it be strategic and tactical, or
a visual and task lists. I call the tablet my “laptop” — I can
sit down with a client and collaborate or share a concept
together, then hang it up and use it as a reference when
we work on the adjoining big board. All I can say is that this
system just flat-out invites collaboration and engagement
like no traditional whiteboard or flip chart ever could.”
- Paul Heagen, Founder & Executive Coach

DEFINING Moments™

Brian Ernst
“We love our Nexus boards. With our open office concept,
there aren’t many walls for traditional whiteboards. We
also end up having lots of impromptu meetings all around
the office. Having the boards on wheels allows us to bring
them to wherever we are. Our technical folks like to use the
tablets for their own personal use, and then bring them to
the larger board discussions. We are particularly proud to
display our Red Cheetah logo on each board!”
- Brian Ernst, Chief Information Officer

Red Cheetah

Nexus in Action

Ray Attiyah

Facilitate Learning.
“I love the flexibility of using the tablets with the easel. I
can write on the tablets ahead of time and pull them out
as needed to cover different topics. Furthermore, I like the
idea of separating the content – having dynamic content
on the easel and then always having my main points on
the tablet hung from the side of the easel. Nexus definitely
helps me effectively facilitate discussion and learning.”
- Ray Attiyah, CEO

Definity Partners

Kerry Cecil
“As a consultant, I’m constantly trying to organize
everyone’s thoughts and make sure we are making
forward progress. To make that easier, I have 3 tablets
hanging in my office at all times. They are in full view as
I’m drawing conclusions and making recommendations.
Then, I like being able to bring my work (on a Tablet)
to a meeting and hang it onto the side of the easel or idea
wall. It minimizes duplication and keeps us much
more organized.”
- Kerry Cecil, Consultant

Centric Consulting

Steve Coats

Think Green.
“With the Nexus Tablets, I have gone completely paperless
in conducting my Leadership Development classes. Each
team uses a tablet to record their work and share with the
larger group. Then, they erase and start again. We keep our
key goals on one side and write and erase on the other. It
works great! And, the participants seem very appreciative
to be part of an effort that in a small way helps preserve our
natural resources.”
- Steve Coats, Managing Partner

International Leadership Associates

Check out our NASA Case
Study online now.

